
Our Mission Statement: 
DBM Design & Consulting was founded with one, strongly held belief:  The solar industry 

deserves a high standard of excellence.  We are bound by this dream and everyday are 

obligated to provide the best possible services as seamlessly and effectively as possible.  This 

mentality is applied to all of our work for each and every client we serve, not just the biggest 

ones.  It is this belief that pushes us to better our processes and provide better service each 

and every day; if we aren’t moving forward, we aren’t satisfied. 

 

For you, our client, that translates into dedicated professionals working around the clock to 

ensure you are able to present a superior experience to your customers and maximize your 

own processes.  Whether you have a dedicated DBM design team delivering 30 permitting 

packages a day, or a consultation staff compiling proposals, we want you to understand we 

have your back.  You don’t have to worry about the headaches and wasted time of the 

technical services required in the solar industry, you can trust we will complete the job on 

time and it will be right the first time. 

 

Our services and processes have been refined through over 15 years of experience.  This is 

why we are able to provide such high-quality technical work for such a competitive price.  We 

also go to great lengths to ensure our product is error free, all permitting packages are 

reviewed by at least 2 NABCEP certified professionals.  We also don’t use elementary 

designing software that will only autofill cookie-cutter jobs, those take more time to correct 

than it does to do it properly to begin with.  Our immensely qualified engineers, designers 

and consultants have their hands on everything we produce; it’s the only way to make sure 

it’s done right. 

 

As we move forward, the solar industry will be rapidly evolving.  We want to be there to help 

you navigate this ever-changing landscape so you can reach your goals faster than you ever 

imagined.  The success of our clients is the only metric we use for measuring our own success.  

We know that the future of the solar industry is promising and full of opportunity and we 

know we can reach that future together. 


